Plethora of data and information on departmental websites then

WHY???

Data Portal India

- Open and Machine Readable Format
- Unique Identifier for each dataset for use, reuse and redistribute
- Efficient discoverability
- Dynamic Visualization capability
- Unified Source for all Open Government Data
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WHO???

• By Authorized Users
  • Data Contributors
  • Data Controllers

• In any Open Format
  • CSV
  • XLS
  • ODF/ODT
  • XML/RDF
  • RSS/Atom
  • KML/GML
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HOW???

- Using **Web Based Interface** *(datacms.nic.in)*
Welcome To Data Portal India

There are no items to display.

What's New
Communication from The Director General, NIC to all Secretaries of Gov

Logged in as ALKA MISRA, SCIENTIST-F

Create Contributor

USER TYPE:
- NIC Email Authentication
- Manual User Creation

USER EMAIL: (*)

Submit | Preview | Cancel

Printer, e-mail and PDF versions
WHAT???
is the process

Through a predefined Workflow
Contributor----→ Controller----→ PMU----→ Published

Providing the standard metadata & using mainly Controlled Vocabularies

- Title
- Description
- Keyword & Group (Assistive)
- Sector (CV)
- Jurisdiction (CV)
- Frequency (CV)
- Access Method – upload or link (Type & Size auto-populated)
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**WHAT?? is the process**

Either **uploading the datasets or providing link**

In Compliance to NDSAP Policy
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WHAT???
is the process

Choose the spreadsheet with metadata details of datasets ready for uploading

Continue to next page for forwarding to Data Controller
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The Process Document
Thank You

Alka Mishra, amishra@nic.in
Senior Technical Director, NIC New Delhi